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 US Treasury yields fell slightly as the ECB's decision was more dovish 
than expected. President Trump's announcement of adding up to USD50 
billion in tariffs on Chinese goods also drove investors to risk-off assets. On 
average, yields fell 0.66 bps, with the 10-year falling 2.56 bps to 2.9205%. 

 German bund yields were unmoved on average, despite the ECB's recent 
decision being more dovish than expected. The ECB decided in last week's 
meeting to taper off quantative easing in 4Q2018, and end it by the close 
of 2018. The ECB also signaled that policy hikes could occur as late as 
2H2019. The dovish stance was most felt in the 10-year german yield, 
which fell 4.6 bps to 0.403%. German yields rose 0.23 bps on average. 

 Japanese government bond yields fell slightly as the BoJ maintained its 
easy monetary policy, with inflation still below the 2% target. On average, 
yields fell 0.7 bps, and the 10-year declined 1.0 bps to close at 0.030%.  

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 US May YoY CPI was 2.8%, up from 2.5% in the prior month 
 US initial jobless claims was 218k, down from 222k last period 
 China May YoY CPI was 1.8%, the same as the prior month 

 Global oil prices continued their decline as investors prepared for 
the upcoming June 21 OPEC meeting. Recent concerns that Saudi 
Arabia and Russia could raise production, thereby lowering prices, 
have taken center-stage, with investors expecting a volatile and 
politically charged OPEC meeting as a result. The decline in prices 
reflects a bearish view, further spurred by the American Petroleum 
Institute's recent reports of a build in crude and gasoline inventories.  
Brent crude was down 3.95% WoW to USD 73.44/bbl, while WTI 
crude fell by 1.03% WoW to USD 65.06/bbl. 

 US equities were mostly down for the week mainly due to renewed 
trade tensions between US-China and a more hawkish Federal 
Reserve. The S&P 500 ended at 2,779.66 (+0.02% WoW) while the 
DJIA closed at 25,090.48 (-0.89% WoW). 

 European equities retained gains from the earlier part of the week 
despite closing deeply in the red on Friday. For the week, the ECB's 
decision to end quantitative easing by the end of the year and 
renewed trade tensions were the main market drivers. The MSCI 
Europe closed at 131.10 (+0.99% WoW). 

 Asian equities fell over the week as US President Trump announced 
new potential tariffs on Chinese products, of up to USD50 billion. 
China has signaled that it is prepared to respond with a similarly large 
tariff on US goods. This esclataion on trade risks, as well as the 
recent weakness in crude oil prices, led to a fall in Asian shares. The 
MSCI APxJ closed at 562.26 (-1.66% WoW).  

Equities were mixed for  the week as US-China trade concerns, falling oil prices, and central bank meetings rocked the markets. Only 
Europe bucked the trend, holding onto gains after the dovish ECB meeting. Meanwhile, yields were mixed as Japan maintained a very 
easy policy, Europe was more dovish than expected, and the US took a more hawkish stance. Oil prices fell signficantly as investors 
positioned ahead of what is expected to be a contentious OPEC meeting on the 21st. 
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The local stock market closed lower on the back of significant foreign selling. Similarly, local fixed income yields rose amid negative 
investor sentiment and global tightening conditions. Likewise, the Philippine peso continued to weaken ahead of an expected 
increase in interest rate differentials. 
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 The Philippine peso weakened significantly as the US Federal 
Reserve raised rates, ahead of a BSP meeting where policy 
movements still remain uncertain. The increase in the interest 
rate differential may be driving the weakness. The PHP/USD 
closed at 53.270 (-1.46% WoW). 

 The euro fell WoW as it suffered its worst drop in the year, 
following the ECB's meeting on Thursday. The weakness was 
driven by the US Fed's hawkish moves and the ECB's relatively 
dovish stance, especially its later-than-expected schedule for 
rate hikes. The EUR/USD ended at 1.1610 (-1.35% WoW). 

 The Philippine Stock Exchange Index (PSEi) closed lower WoW 
on the back of significant foreign selling. YTD net foreign selling has 
reached USD1.09bn, placing tremendous downward pressure on 
prices. A weak currency may be driving the foreign sell-off, in 
addition to the increasing interest rate differential between the US 
and the Philippines.  The PSEi lost 2.08% WoW to close 7,529.54. 

 Security Bank, Inc. (PSE ticker: SECB) was the top gainer for this 
week, increasing by 1.98% on the back of investor bargain hunting. 
While SECB is not the most favored by rising interest rate, it 
continues to maintain strong operational momentum. On the other 
hand, Metropolitan Bank and Trust, Inc. (PSE ticker: MBT) fell 
9.45% WoW despite compelling valuations. Corporate governance 
concerns, such as those related to the fraud incident in 2017, may 
be contributing to MBT's challenges. 

 Key events that transpired during the week: 

 Globe Telecom (Stock Code: GLO) has announcesd its plan 
to implement 5G wireless technology by mid-2019. Globe  
plans to release 5G with the support of its partners, particularly 
with China's Huawei Technologies. 5G implementation will still 
require Globe to increase cell site density in the country. 

 Aboitiz Equity Ventures (Stock Code: AEV) issued a 
statement that it had secured a design and construction deal 
for the expansion of Australian shipbuilder, Austal Philippines 
Pty Ltd's facilities in Balamban, Cebu.  
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 Local fixed income yields closed higher as sentiment continues to be negative 
amid tightening activity across global central banks. The US Federal Reserve  
increased policy rates and accelerated the reduction of its balance sheet. Policy 
rates in other countries such as Indonesia, India, and Turkey have also 
increased. On average, yields rose 14.67bps. The 10-year closed at 6.2000%. 

 Key events that happened during the week: 

 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Monetary Board moved its rate-
setting meeting to June 20. This change in schedule, which BSP Governor 
Espenilla describes as "purely logistical" due to "tight schedules," comes at a 
time when the MB is faced with the trio of accelerating inflation, a weakening 
peso and robust economic growth to address in this policy meeting.  

 The BSP is working towards the further liberalization of investment rules by 
aiming to ease the restriction on foreign exchange. This follows the 
announcement last month that banks will no longer have to seek approval to 
convert foreign currency-denominated loans to pesos.  


